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Abstract: Image search is a challenging process in the field of Content
Based Image Retrieval (CBIR). Image search-by-example, search-bykeyword and search-by-sketch methods seldom provide user interface
that allows user to accurately formulate their search intent easily. To
overcome such issue, a novel image search interface-Semantic Visual
Query Builder (SeVQer) is proposed as a non-verbal interface which
allows user to drag and drop from the image data provided to formulate
user query. The drag and drop mechanism minimizes the difficulty of
verbalizing query image into keywords or sketching a correct drawing
of the query image. SeVQer was implemented and compared with 3
image search methods (search-by-example, search-by-keyword and
search-by-sketch) in terms of task completion time and user satisfaction
using traffic images. SeVQer achieved statistically significant lower
task completion time with an average of 28 sec, a promising 50%
reduction than search-by-sketch (average of 56 sec). The significance of
this work is two-fold: the SeVQer user interface allows user to easily
formulate intent specific query, while the novel architecture and
methodology reduces the semantic gap in general.
Keywords: Intention Gap, Semantic Visual Query, Image Search Interface,
Semantic-Based Image Retrieval

Introduction
Image retrieval is a very active research area with
two main challenges - semantic gap and intention gap.
The semantic gap is an interpretation inconsistency
between low level visual features and high-level
semantics (Wang et al., 2006; Smeulders et al., 2000)
while intention gap is the gap between the users’ search
intents and the corresponding search queries (Zha et al.,
2010; Cox et al., 2000) as illustrated in Fig. 1. The
intention gap is the subset of semantic gap and is
associated to the design of user interface of an image
search system that allows users to effectively express
their search intent. However, researches done on user
interface design and support for CBIR systems
(Pečenovió et al., 2000; Santini and Jain, 2000;
Nakazato et al, 2003) are scarce.
Different users perceived and understood an image
differently (Yoon, 2011), making understanding the user

context for image searching process an essential step in
designing an image retrieval system (Choi, 2010). In
attempts to minimize the semantic gap between the
users and image retrieval systems (Gudivada and
Raghavan, 1995), query mechanism plays a vital role.
A search query is commonly used by a user to express
his or her search intent and information needs to
retrieve images from image database that fit his or her
perception. The submitted user queries affected directly
the image search results and accuracy (Croft and
Thompson, 1987). One of the major challenges is the
utilization of semantic meaning and representation in
user search queries in order to accurately describe the
intention of the user search queries as well as the search
domain (Hu et al., 2009).
The query formulation problem is where user can
imagine what they desire but is unable to properly
formulate or translate their information needs
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images with high similarity but inaccurate
semantically (Ménard, 2011). Keywords queries are
usually short and ambiguous and thus hard to reflect
user search intent precisely (Gerrig and Zimbardo,
2001). As a result, it is critical to understand and
study how users express their search needs, which
may ultimately lead to providing the pathway to fully
utilizing visual materials for retrieval (Choi and
Rasmussen, 2003).

High level semantics: More natural users

effectively (Urban and Jose, 2006; Kelly and Fu,
2007; Belkin, 2000) in precise wording (Chang et al.,
2009). Typically, users uses not more than three
words (Jansen et al., 2000) in forming search queries
mainly because of the difficulty in expressing their
information needs and due to the user interfaces of
traditional search engines encourage them to do so
(Belkin et al., 2003). In addition, the variation of
different query languages also causes a great extent of

Low level features: More precise to compute
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Fig. 1: Semantic and intention gaps-semantic extraction and representation of traffic images
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Friendly user interface should be straightforward,
easy to use and satisfying user’s various searching needs
(Zhang, 2010). The ability to retrieve images based on
image semantic content is a clear priority (Eakins et al.,
2004) for image database user while embracing the rich
image descriptions as opposed to the limited information
returned by using short search queries. The fundamental
idea of image semantics should be reflected in the
searches besides employing image attributes in user
search query, whereas user can compare the relevance of
image results based on the semantic features that
differentiate between the retrieved images (Wang et al.,
2015; Westman, 2009).
A novel image search method named as Semantic
Visual Query Builder (SeVQer) is implemented, which
not only addresses the intention gap but also reduces the
semantic gap in general. Different to conventional image
search methods which uses an image as query, image
search in SeVQer allow user to formulate his/her query
image by selecting multiple objects with various visual
attributes and semantic spatial relationships. The
performance of the SevQer is evaluated for image search
and retrieval and the experimental results demonstrate its
robustness and effectiveness.
This paper begins with the related work, follows by
description on the architecture and components in
SeVQer. Next, the data set used, experiment setup and
metrics for performance evaluation are explained before
discussing the results and analyses. The paper is
concluded in the final section.

Related Work
An effective user interface will allows the users to
accurately express their search need and intent when
searching for images that fitted their perception
(Hu et al., 1999) should be integrated on top of any
image retrieval system. Image search has been
intensively studied (Flickner et al., 1995; Lew et al.,
2006; Niblack et al., 1993). Two main approaches in
finding images based on user intent from image
databases are browsing and searching.
For image browsing approach, the users browse
through the images from the entire collection. Most of
the browsing models (Pečenovió et al., 2000; Chen et al.,
2000a; Chen et al., 1998; Descampe et al., 2007;
Bederson, 2001; Chen et al., 2000b) arrange the images
into a hierarchy or structure that can be browsed
interactively by users. The greatest challenge of a
browsing approach is to identify structures that
contribute to effective search. These structures are
beneficial in supporting fast navigation, browsing path
selection and reduce the browsing domain to only an
area of interest (Cox, 1992). Image browsing is
inefficient and time consuming when users are not

familiar with the structure of the image collection
unknown. Thus, image searching using query by visual
example has been introduced.
A famous paradigm commonly used to describe the
perceptual aspects of the visual features of image content
is query by visual example (Cox et al., 2000; Kelly et al.,
1995; Tieu and Viola, 2000). The visual queries are based
on the formulation of low level image features extracted
during image extraction stage. Correspondingly, finding a
suitable visual example as search query may be a difficult
task itself (Rodden, 1999). To tackle the issue, efforts
have been made to extend the search query either by
selecting a local region as search query (Cheng et al.,
1998; Carson et al., 1997) or by sketching the search
query (Kato et al., 1992; Daoudi and Matusiak, 2000;
Chan et al., 1997; Lai, 2000; Egenhofer, 1997). For the
formal, users can select the region of interest in the
query image by placing a boundary box or manually
trace the boundary (depends on functionality offer by
the search system). The latter is known as query by
sketch, which lets users to draw or sketch the desired
mental picture with image editor software. However,
drawing what’s in the human mind is also difficult for
the retriever and an image drawing which must be
recognized by the system, is a major restriction for
retrieval. Another major difficulty is when users want
to retrieve an ambiguous target image especially for
describing an abstract and object spatial relationship
images. User usually prefers to use keywords to
indicate their search intent (Kherfi et al., 2004; Fu,
2007) but using keywords as image search query only
works well when images in the database are annotated
with accurate and standardized textual information. On
the contrary, there are times and situations when users
are unable to express what they had in mind into precise
and correct wording (Zha et al., 2010; Niblack et al.,
1993; Gerrig and Zimbardo, 2001). Besides, short
keyword-based queries are usually ambiguous and
exclusion of critical keywords would thus unable to
fully reflect users’ intents precisely (Zha et al., 2010).
Regardless of image browsing or searching
approaches, both no clear target image and no alternative
human interface provided contributed inefficiency in
finding user intent matching search results. Hence,
understanding a user’s query intent is important for
achieving higher search accuracy and thus improving user
satisfaction. The representation of spatial relations
semantics among objects are important as it can convey
important information about the image and to further
increase the confidence in image understanding which will
contribute to richer querying and retrieval facilities
(Wang, 2013). Besides, semantic representation that can
accurately represent the intent of the input query to satisfy
a user’s information need and thus for image retrieval
based semantic concepts are also needed (Hu et al., 2009).
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Architecture of SeVQer
In this section, the details of SeVQer are described.
Firstly, an overview of the architecture is given and
followed by the introduction on the flows and details of
the user query design.

Overview
In performing effective image retrieval, a user
already knows what (s) he is looking for, but it may be
difficult to articulate their intention into words. In this
study, the SeVQer architecture allows the learning of the
user’s preferences to guide in determining what the user
is looking for through the interaction and browsing
session. The five main modules are shown in Fig. 2
where each component is described briefly.
The first module is the Visual Query Builder where
users are allowed in the formulation of intent specific
queries by dragging and dropping their interested objects
with the visual attribute as well as their semantic spatial
relationships among the objects. The second module is the
Semantic Visual Query Builder which automatically
extracts semantic meaning of the user query in the user
query builder. Third module consist of the Semantic

User intent

Images
Database administrator

User Query
Both design of Semantic Color Perception and User
Query Builder are contributing to building an intuitive
and visual user query design that allows a user to express
their need easily for the image retrieval. Processes
involved in the user query design are described below.

Semantic Color Name
The number of semantic color is based on the HSV
color setting. There are eleven semantic color chosen as
color representation in the vehicle colors. They are red,
orange, yellow, blue, pink, white, grey, green, brown,
purple and black. The semantic color names are
customizable by users. User can change the semantic
color name by selecting and clicking a color where the
potential color name will be listed in a panel as in Fig. 3.

Users
Visual query
builder

Users

Database Builder which automatically extracts and
identifies the semantic meaning of images which capture
the object and spatial relationship among objects in the
images. Fourth module is the Semantic Image Similarity
use to define spatial similarity between the image in the
database and the user query. The fifth module is the Image
Database that stores all the extracted semantic features.

Semantic database
builder

Query

Semantic visual
query builder

Semantic

Image
database

Features

Fig. 2: The SeVQer architecture

Fig. 3: Semantic color name
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Fig. 4: The visual user query handler

Visual Query Handler
For image retrieval, the user needs to formulate
intent specific queries. The screenshot of a sample query
using the visual user query builder is shown in Fig. 4.
SeVQer image search interface allows the drag and drop
of objects from the left panel to formulate user query in
the middle panel. Objects with the interested visual
attribute (i.e., color) as well as the semantic spatial
relationship (i.e., front or back, left or right) among the
objects formed the user query. Clicking on the “Show
Text” button generates the semantic features in the right
panel while the retrieval process is initiated by clicking the
“Query Now” button.

Image Browsing
Screen-shot of image browsing is shown in Fig. 5.
User can browse all images in the database by selecting
any image from the list box in the left panel. User
selected image is shown in the right panel. Objects in
selected image are extracted and represented in human
perception view in the top-middle panel. The main
objects are represented as cars and their spatial
relationship are represented as per position shown. The
semantic features of these objects are indicated in the
middle-bottom panel.

Experiment and Evaluation
An image search interface named the Semantic
Visual Query Builder (SeVQer) is implemented to
demonstrate the feasibility of a non-verbal interface.

For experiments, the efficiency of the SeVQer is
compared with three image search methods (searchby-example,
search-by-sketch
and
search-bykeyword). Then, the acceptability and subjective
satisfaction of the implemented image search interface
of SeVQer by a group of participants is conducted. It
is also ensured that the intended users of a system can
carry out the intended tasks efficiently and
satisfactorily. All experiments are performed on a
Window XP operating system, 2.0 GHz processor
with 1 GB memory. All the components are
implemented with Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0.

Data Set
A total of 130 low complex scene of traffic images
with perspective view are created and used for the
empirical evaluation. All images are in the sizes of
512×512 pixels. The vehicles in the traffic images have
forever changing spatial relationships that can be
captured to contain a variety of vehicles (objects of
interest) with their spatial relationships in the images. In
this data set, all the private information is removed and
each object (vehicle) is identified by its visual attributes.

Procedure
Sample images are provided and displayed on the
SeVQer image search interface to avoid the difficulty of
interpreting from an image to verbal keywords in
keyword-based image retrieval or producing a correct
drawing of an image in sketch-based image retrieval.
The users can formulate intent specific queries by
dragging and dropping objects with the interested
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visual attribute together with the semantic spatial
relationship among the objects of interest visualized on
the screen. This functionality assists in expressing
user’s search intents more precisely, mimicking the
mental image in the user's brain. The semantic features
are automatically generated after user express their user
query in the visual user query builder. Only images that
contain the query objects that satisfy both spatial and
logical constraints are answered. All interactions with
the image search interface are conducted with the use
of a computer mouse.

Experiment Setup
The performance of four different image search
methods are experimented and measured (search-bykeyword, search-by-example, search-by-sketch and the
implemented image search-by-SeVQer). A total of 60
participants from a local university, aged 21-28

participated in the experiments. Majority of
participants never have any experience with any kind
of CBIR systems. 15 participants are randomly
assigned to test on all four tasks illustrating the
scenarios using one of the image search methods.
Refer to Table 1 for the four traffic image scenarios
and task description.
For task 1 and 2, the targets are two cars without and
with spatial relationship. Participants are instructed to
illustrate Scenario 1 and 2 based on the sample provided
in the visual user query builder for searching two cars of
the same and different color, without and with their
spatial relationship. For task 3 and 4, the targets are
multiple cars with their spatial relationship involved.
Participants are requested to illustrate Scenario 3 and 4
based on the sample provided in visual user query
builder for searching multiple cars of different color and
same color with spatial relationship.

Table 1: The four scenario and average task completion time
Average Task Completion Time (in seconds)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Per task
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Per
Image search method
Task 1
Task 2
Task 3
Task 4
method

Find two black cars
without considering
the spatial relationship

Find a blue and a
green car with
spatial relationship

Find a black, a blue
and a cyan car with
spatial relationship

Find four white
cars with spatial
relationship

28.73

40.87

54.53

50.73

43.72

30.93

37.47

45.33

56.00

41.52

47.73

55.73

59.20

62.00

56.05

25.73

25.73

26.33

32.53

27.58
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Fig. 5: Image browsing

Participants are firstly trained with sample scenario
before actual experimentation. Participants are
required to complete all tasks using the randomly
assigned image search method as accurate as possible
with the shortest time. Participants are not allowed to
ask question during the sessions.

Metrics
Two measurements used to evaluate SeVQer are
efficiency (task completion time) and user satisfaction.
Efficiency is measured based on the time taken (in
seconds) to complete the given task. If a participant
completes a task faster using method X than method Y,
then method X is more efficient than method Y. User
satisfaction level is measured based on a 9-point score.
The participants are asked to rate their satisfaction based
on the provided image search methods. The rate ranged
from 1: “strongly dissatisfied” to 9: “strongly satisfied”
based on the aspect of user interface friendliness to find
traffic image (Question A) and the agreement to use
again the image search methods for future image
searching (Question B). For testing statistical
significance, single factor ANOVA in the software of
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS, 2008)
is used. The independent variables for the experiment are
the four image search methods. The dependent variables
are task completion time recorded.

Results and Analyses
In this section, performance of the implemented
SeVQer method with three existing image search
methods (search-by-example, search-by-sketch and
search-by-keyword) was compared and discussed. All
the participants performed four different tasks based

on the assigned image search method. The task
completion time of the participants are recorded. All
participants answered a post-questionnaire with a 9point score on satisfaction level after completing all
the tasks. All participants can complete all search
tasks successfully. Collected data from the experiment
was analyzed using SPSS.

Efficiency
A single factor ANOVA was conducted to compare
the effect of different traffic image search methods for
all four tasks. There was a significant effect of image
search methods on task completion time at the p<0.05
level for the four tasks [F (3, 56) = 67.98, p = 0.00]. A
Tukey post hoc test revealed that the task completion
time for the traffic image search was statistically
significantly lower using SeVQer (27.58±4.29 sec, p =
0.00) while image search-by-sketch required highest
task completion time (56.17±4.83, p = 0.00). There was
no statistically significant difference between the
search-by-example and search-by-keyword (p = 0.919).
Taken together, these results suggest that traffic image
search by SeVQer do affect task completion time.
As reported in Table 1, an average of 56.05 sec is
required to complete the given task using sketch query,
followed by an average of 43.72 sec using keyword
query. Participants had difficulty and confusion in
verbalizing the scenario in words especially in terms of
describing the color and spatial relationship of the
objects. Image search-by-example has an average of
41.52 sec, which is only 2.20 sec less than the average
time with keyword(s) query. However, participants need
more time when the collection of images increased or
when they cannot express the user query where no intent
image is provided in the database.
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Table 2: The average subjective satisfaction
QA
Do you think it was easy and user friendly
Image search method
to find photo using this image search?
Keyword
6.07
Example
6.53
Sketch
6.00
SeVQer
7.73

Comparatively, search by the implemented SeVQer are
more efficient where participants spent the shortest time
in completing the task with an average time of 27.58 sec.
Therefore, participants performed more efficiently using
SeQVer image search interface as compared to other
methods. The average task time per task is shown in
Table 1. It is noticed that the task completion time for
task 3 and 4 are much longer than task 1 and 2 because
task 3 and 4 are more complicated as their involved more
objects and pairs of spatial relationships.

User Satisfaction

QB
I would choose this image search
method for image searching in future.
6.47
6.47
6.20
7.73

of high volume and when images in the database are
unable to represent the intended user query. Query
search by-sketch is least efficient among all the search
methods as more time to express and represent the user
query where knowledge in basic drawing using computer
is also required. Therefore, SeVQer is more efficient
compared to other query search methods. Also,
participants rated SeVQer with higher user satisfaction
rate compared to other query search methods in term of
easy to use and user friendliness.

Conclusion

A single factor ANOVA was conducted to compare
the subjective satisfaction of different traffic image
search methods. There was a significant effect of image
search methods on user satisfaction at the p<0.05 level
for QA [F (3, 56) = 8.78, p = 0.000] and QB [F (3, 56) =
6.57, p = 0.001]. For both questions, post hoc Tukey test
revealed that user satisfaction between SeVQer and the
other 3 methods differed significantly at p<0.05 while
there was no significant relationship between the 3
image search methods.
Participants felt more satisfied with SeVQer (mean
satisfaction of 7.73) for both questions as compared to
other image search methods (refer to Table 2). The mean
user satisfaction for querying image using search-byexample is 6.53 for QA followed by 6.07 for querying
image using search-by-keyword on the same question.
Both query using search-by-example and search-bykeyword have the same mean satisfaction of 6.47 on QB.
The least satisfied method is the image search query
search-by-sketch where the mean satisfaction is 6.00 and
6.20 for QA and QB respectively.
Taken together, the results suggested that SeVQer
performs better than other image search methods
(search-by-keyword, search-by-example and search-bysketch) tested in terms of efficiency and user satisfaction.
On the ability to complete the given search tasks,
SeVQer is more efficient than other query search
methods because it allows participants to illustrate the
search scenario faster, hence, less time spent to complete
the search tasks. Keywords search is time consuming as
participants faced difficulty and confusion in describing
the scenario in words especially describing color and
spatial relationship of the objects. Efficiency for query
search by-example decreases when the image database is

The implemented image search of Semantic Visual
Query Builder (SeVQer) was designed for users to easily
express their specific search need with matching intent
that is capable to interpret and extract the semantic
features of user query automatically. The usability and
efficiency of the system are confirmed by the
experiments conducted. The results showed that the
implemented semantic visual user query achieved shortest
completion time and highest in user satisfaction. The
implemented semantic visual user query builder can be a
powerful image search interface for CBIR, especially
when the user has no clear a priori target image or has
difficulty expressing the target image verbally. By these
design, user can formulate intent specific queries by
dragging and dropping their interested objects with the
visual attribute as well as their semantic spatial
relationships among the objects instead of the heavy
mental load of visualizing an ambiguous image.
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